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This invention relates to dispensers for paper whichis 
merchandised in roll form such astoilettissue or paper 
toweling and more particularly to a dispenser in which 
one rollis held in a reserve position until the supply of 
paper from a rollin a dispensing positionis depleted. 

It is desirable particularly in public places where 
paperis dispensed to provide a reserve supply which is 
available foruse whenthe usual supply is depleted This 
is eSpecially true when the paperis providedin rollform 
because itis not practicalto add a portion of a roll to a 
Supply cabinet or dispenser Consequently when an at 
tendant makesperiodic calls toinspectthe dispenserapar 
tial roll is frequently removed and discarded to insure 
ara adequate Supply until the next callis made Thisis a 
WaSteful and costly practice which has been considered 
neceSSary to prevent more frequent calls by an attendant 
and to insure an ever ready supply of paper for those 
Who use it. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a dispenser which holds two rolls of paper or 
the like with one rollin position for use and with the 
second roll in an inaccessible position and to provide 
Very Simple mechanism for efecting automatic transfer 
of the Second roll into the position for use upon de 
pletion of the Supply on the firstroll. 

Other and more Specific objects and advantages of the 
invention are made apparent in the following specifica 
tion wherein referenceis made to the accompanying draw 
ings fora detailed descriptionthereOf. 

?n the drawings: 
FIG 1 is a vertical Sectional view taken on the line 

I-I of FIG.3 of apaper dispenserembodyingthe present 
inverition; 
FIG 2 is a sectional view of the same dispensertaken 

on the line II?II of FIG.3; 
FIG 3 is a horizontal sectional view taken on the 

line III?III of FIG 1 with the rolls of paper removed; 
FIG.4 is a perspective view of the main frame of the 

dispenser; 
FIG.5is a perspective view of a pivoted supportframe 

which retains an auxiliary roll of paper in a reserve 
position; 
FIG.6 is a perspective view of a control plate; 
FIG 7 is a perspective view of the exterior of the 

dispenser; and 
FIG 8 is a vertical Sectional view of a modified form 

of the dispensershown in the otherviews. 
For the purpose of illustration I have shown a dis 

penser fortoilettissue butits adaptation to paper towel 
ing or any other commodity in the form of a web which 
is dispensed from a roll will be readily apparent from an 
understanding of the following deScription In FIGS 1, 
2 and3 of the drawings a dispenseris shown which con 
tains a roll of paper Awith a projecting end which may 
be withdrawn therefrom and a Second or auxiliary roll B 
which as shownin FIG.1?issupportedin aninaccessible 
position and upon depletion of paper on the roll A will 
automatically move downwardly to the position shown in 
FIG 2 where it becomes available for use The roll A 
is supported on a pair of spaced rollers 10 which as 
illustrated in FIG.4 are simply and inexpensively jour 
naled for rotation between side walls 12 of a U-shaped 
mainframe The walls are connected by a back portion 
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2 
14 adapted to be Secured against a vertical surface as by 
Screws ?@ Shown in FIG. 3. The rollers 10 are of con 
ventional form and have trunnions 18 at their ends fitting 
bearing holes punched in the walls 12 As is common 
practice the paper is Wound on a pasteboard core 20 
and the Supporting rollers 10 forthe roll of paperin posi 
tion to be dispensed are Spaced apart a distance corre 
Spondingto the diameter ofthe paper core 20So thatupon 
depletion of the Supply of paper on the roll A the core 
29 can fall downwardly between the rollers 10. 
The auxiliary roll Bissupportedinits inaccessible posi 

tion by a support frame 22shown in FIG 5 which in 
cludes two arms 24 adapted to be pivoted to the Walls 12 
of the main frame as by pins 26 shown in FIGS 1?2 
and 3. Bushings27 shown in FIG 3 surround the pins 
25 and space the arms 24 outwardly from the sides 12 
of the main frame The opposite ends of these arms 
extend toward the rear of the main frame and are pro 
vided with rollers 23 which projectinwardly A control 
plate 36 shown in detailin FIG.6 is carried between 
arms32 which extend rearwardly of the main frame and 
are pivoted as by pins 34 thereto The arms 32 are 
providedwitharcuateflanges36whichunderliethe rollers 
28 on the support frame and hold the support frame in 
itsupper or horizontal position as shown in FIG 1 The 
control plate 30 restsupon the top of the paper roll A 
andis retainedinitsupper or horizontal position thereby 
and graduallymoves downwardly as the roll A diminishes 
insize passingforexample through the broken line posi 
tion shown in FIG 2 whenthe rollisnearly depleted and 
finally to the position shown in full lines in FIG 2 to 
whichitswingswhentherollis depleted and onlythe core 
20 remains with possibly a very few layers of paper 
remaining on it. 
Whenthe control plate39swingstoitsvertical position, 

the arcuate fianges 36 have moved from beneath the 
rollers 28 on the arms 24 of the support frame and the 
support frame has been permitted to fall about its Sup 
porting pivot pins 26 to the vertical position also Shown 
in FIG 2 with the result that the roll B has dropped 
into the position originally occupied by the roll Awhere 
it is accessible for use It is apparent that a Support 
frame with only one arm 24 and a control plate with a 
single arm 32 and flange 35 would accomplish the func 
tion described However the structure shownispreferred 
because it resists twisting forces even though its compo 
nents are made of very light and inexpensive material. 
One of the several advantages of the construction 

shownis that the arms 24 and 32 on the Support frame 
and control plate are disposed outside of the walls 12 
of the main frame where there is no possibility ofinter 
ference with the rolls of paper contained within the dis 
penser The walls 12 of the frame are cut out as indi 
cated at 40 to provide an opening of a shape which ac 
commodates the downward swinging movement of both 
the support frame and the control plate The entire 
dispensing mechanism So far describedis contained with 
in a housing or cover member 42 with hinges43 connect 
ingit with a forwardly extending portion 44 of the main 
frame Any suitable key actuated lock Such as shown at 
46 may be employed for holding the cover in its closed 
position Theforward lowerside ofthe coverisprovided 
with a central opening 48 and this openingis continued 
through the bottom portion of the cover to extend be 
neath the Space between the rollers 10 to permit ejection 
of the core 29 from which the paper has been removed. 
Itis necessary that this opening be at least aswide as the 
roll at the bottom of the cover to permit ejection of the 
core It is preferable thatit be narrower than the cover 
in front of the roll as shown in FIG.7 to prevent un 
authorized removal of the roll. 
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The cover 42.is also preferably provided adjacentits 
upper end and in a position which does not interfere 
with the supportframe with flanges 50shown in FIG 3 
spaced inwardly fromits side walls and engaging the 
-walls12 of the main frame.to insure properspacing for 
the free swinging movement of the arms on the Support 
frame and control plate. 

Another advantage of the construction heretofore de 
-scribedis that the auxiliary roll of paperis held in an 
-elevated position throughout the entire time that the 
first rollis being dispensed and no portion ofits weight 
is borne bythe first roll which is subjected only to the 
weight of the control plate30 and does not materially 
interfere with free rotation of the roll as paperis with 
drawn therefrom. Infact.the engagement of the rollerS 
28 with the arcuate flange 36.provides a slight frictional 
resistance to the downward Swinging movement of the 
control plate and thus even further reduces the retarding 
pressure thereof against the roll of paper Itis possible 
also with the constructionillustrated to even further re 
duce.thispressure byproviding non-rotatablepinsin place 
of the rollers 28 of Some material with a high coeficient 
of friction So that they actas brakes against the Surfaces 
of thearcuateflanges36. 

Since the auxiliary rollis held in its elevated position 
until depletion of the main roll?it falls into its useable 
position abruptly and with sufficient force to eject the 
core 26.from between the rollers 10 in the event that the 
core had become ovalinshape orslightly distortedso that 
itwould not fall from between the rollers10 by gravity 
aforded byits own weight. # 

Charging the dispenser with paper is a very simple 
matter Since?if the attendant finds that the auxiliary roll 
has dropped intoplace foruse?itissimply necessary for 
him upon opening the coverto remove the auxiliary roll, 
raise the support frame and then the control plate and 
replace the auxiliary roll or whatever portion.thereof re 
mains This serves to hold the support frame initsele 
Vated position and a new roll is placed upon it before 
closing the cover. 
A modified form of theinvention shown in FIG.8 has 

the advantage of being simpler and less costly than the 
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form hereinbefore described Here a simple cabinet 60 - 
is provided with a cover 62 hinged as at63-and Iockedin 
itsclosed positionasat64 Asinglecombinationsupport 
frame and control plate shown at 66 as pivotally sup 
ported by pins one of whichis shown at 68. A main roll 
Aissupported on spaced rollers shown at 10a which per 
mitescape of the core when the paperis removed there 
from and downward movement of the core permits the 
combination support and control plate togravitate to a 
vertical position Meanwhile the auxiliary roll B has 
gradually moved downwardly and automatically come 
intouseable position upon depletion of the firstroll. 

Inthe lastdescribed form oftheinvention the pressure 
ofthe control plate on the lowerroll Aisgreater due to 
the fullweight oftheauxiliary rollbeing disposed on the 
control plate Anti-friction means between the control 
plate and the lower rollare therefore desirable to facili 
tate rotation of the rollas paperis withdrawntherefrom. 
Such means may be in the form of rollers 70 rotatably 
carried by the control plate andengageable with the roll 
A Insome cases a smooth or highly polished surface 
may Suffice. 
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4 
I claim: 
1. Atwo-roll paper dispenser comprising means to sup 

Dort one roll in a dispensing position a pivoted frame 
adapted to Support an auxiliary roll above the first roll, 
a pivoted follower plateengaging the uppersurface of the 
firstroll and free to swing downwardly as the size of the 
roll decreases and means on the followerplate supporting 
Said frame until thefirstrollis depleted and then releasing 
Said frame for downward pivotal movementto place the 
auxiliary rollin position to be dispensed. 
2 Atwo-roll paper dispenser comprising means to Sup 

port One rollin a dispensing position, a pivoted frame 
adapted to Supportan auxiliary roll above the first roll, 
apivoted follower plate engaging the uppersurface of the 
first roll and free to swing downwardly as the size of 
the roll decreases and means on the follower plate sup 
porting said frame until the first rollis depleted and 
then releasing Said frame fordownward pivotalmovement 
to place the auxiliary rollin position to be dispensed said 
1means on the follower plate beingin the form of an arcu 
ate member disposed beneath a part on the auxiliary roll 
Support frame. 

3. Atwo-roll paperdispensercomprisingmeanstosup 
port one roll in a dispensing position a pivoted frame 
adapted to Support an auxiliary rollabove the firstroll, 
a pivoted followerplate engaging the uppersurface of the 
firstrolland free to swing downwardly as the size of the 
roll decreases and means on the follower plate supporting 
Saidframe untilthe firstrollis depletedandthen releasing 
said frame fordownwardlypivotalmovementtoplace the 
auxiliary rollin position to be dispensed said means on 
the follower plate beingin the form of an arcuate mem 
ber disposed beneath a parton the auxiliary roll support 
frame anda pair ofrollers supportingone ofsaidrollsin 
a dispensingposition and spaced aparta distance approxi 
mately the diameter of a core upon which the rollis 
wound to permit-discharge of the core when the rollis 
depleted. 
4 Atwo-roll paper dispenser comprising a main frame 

having Spaced side walls means to support one rollin a 
dispensing position betweensaidside walls apivotedsup 
portframe adapted to Supportanauxiliary rollabove the 
firstrol a piyoted follower plate engaging the uppersur 
face ofthe firstrolland freeto swing downwardly asthe 
size of the roll decreases and means on the follower 
Dlate Supportingsaid frame untilthe firstrollis depleted 
and then releasingsaidframe fordownwardpivotalmove 
ment to place the auxiliary rollin a position to be dis 
Pensed Said support frame and follower plate both com 
prisingspacedarms pivoted to the outersides ofthe main 
frame side walls and connected by members extending 
through openings in Said side walls. 
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